COVID-19
Rapid Response
NOTE: This an abbreviated version of the full report, edited
for your convenience from the original 160 page analysis to
include only regional summaries and a deep dive on a
single market in each region. If you would like to receive the
full report covering all local markets, please email
marketingworldwide@omd.com
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Global Summary:
CENTRALLY COLLATED MEDIA
CONSUMPTION DATA ACROSS
MARKETS: ROUND 3
This report contains the third major review
of market by market data tracking how
consumers are behaving differently under
the changed circumstances and
conditions brought on by COVID-19
around the word.
The pandemic curves in most Western
markets appear to be flattening as hoped,
and those less affected are beginning to
plan re-opening. Austria and Germany
are opening limited retail and Denmark is
moving towards educational support.
Several states in the US including
Georgia, South Carolina and Alaska have
announced that they plan to re-open
some services this week, and Tennessee
plans to open May 1– though the
sufficiency of preparations for these reopenings is being hotly debated.
Meanwhile, data from Eastern markets
seems to have an overall positive trend.
China is reporting being close to normal
behaviorally for the moment, many
economic indices indicate levels that are
flat vs. last year, and the trend of “revenge
shopping” is creating a bounce for some
brands, especially within the luxury
category.

Media consumption and behavior shifts
appear to be roughly consistent across
affected markets, with high TV
consumption, high digital consumption, a
lot of which is news – although we are
seeing some hints that some audiences
may be fatiguing slightly from non-stop
news and shifting some time to
entertainment. Podcasts appear to be
doing well, streaming music a bit less so.
E-commerce continues to be hugely up,
and we continue to expect an enduring
change in use of that channel.
As we begin to forecast into the future,
we are tracking the playbooks that local
governments are consulting as they
develop re-opening plans. Broadly,
recommendations made to governments
reflect that there are two main sets of
levers that directly impact a market’s
ability to recover COVID-affected GDP –
public health response and policy
response. Public health response refers to
lockdowns, travel bans, testing, and social
distancing. Policy responses are more
about corporate assistance, managing
unemployment, and patching pre-existing
vulnerabilities within the system. To
recover maximum GDP at speed, both
control of the virus and strong policy
response are likely to be needed.
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Projected timeline and milestones for a return to work (US)

Morgan Stanley data

As a result, the measures and extent of
both public health and policy response
being taken by a given country or
state/province may be predictive of
economic resilience. We are developing
tracking methodologies to assist brands in
assessing when this may be the case, and
to help anticipate potential “false starts”
Governmental decisions will be the first
determinant of when specific industries will
return. Most agree that after maintenance of
critical services, agriculture, manufacturing
and logistics should return first, then real
estate and professional services, then the
highest risk sectors of food and
accommodation, schools, and recreational
businesses like gyms. Retail varies by
market in priority for resumption.
As previously noted, in these reports, we
expect the recovery period from the peak of
the epidemic, as industries begin to return
and people experiment to establish new
behavior patterns in a changed world, to be
a very important moment for many brands
to be in market. This period appears to be
beginning in some markets and regions,
though in places like the US we may see

additional peaks occur in areas of the
country where there is low public adherence
to stay at home orders. If additional peaks
of epidemic occur in these places or
nationally as we move towards more
effective and coordinated policy to
responses, the peak and recovery phases
may each represent similar behavior
change inflection points.
We are planning to deploy a FAST START
dashboard in the coming weeks in order to
help our leaders and the brands they serve
define a framework for navigating the
complex decisions for what we should do in
the weeks and months ahead, helping us to
address where to invest, when to invest,
and how much to invest.
As in previous rounds, the following pages
represent a snapshot of data across a large
number of important markets. The data
varies between markets based on the best
source of information available.
We plan to release the next round of this
extended document Tuesday 5th May.
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EMEA
G5:
France
Germany
Italy
Spain
UK

Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechia
Denmark
Finland

Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Russia
Sweden
Turkey

EMEA Summary
Across some parts of Europe the peak of
the pandemic is beginning to pass, and
many markets are tentatively beginning the
process of easing lockdown
restrictions. Some are focused on the path
to reinstating educational institutions and
childcare such as Denmark, whilst
Germany and Austria are opening lower
risk retail environments first. Others such
as the UK and France have announced that
lockdowns will continue until at least the
second week of May.
•

•

TV consumption remains very high vs
pre-crisis levels with viewing up 2030%, Morocco has seen an
impressive 60% increase in viewing,
however week on week figures in
most markets are down 2-4%.
•

Often this is down to less news
consumption as the crisis is
normalized and events slow in
comparison to recent weeks.

•

Entertainment formats are seeing
a rising share of the growth in
video consumption in both
broadcast and OTT TV as
consumers seek greater escape
from their limited routines.

Radio consumption patterns across
the region have shifted significantly;
traditional commuter drive time peaks
have declined but at home listening
through the day has increased – for
example this has led to an overall rise
in radio listening of 22.6% in Poland
and a 40% increase in online radio
listening in France.

•

The largest drivers of increase in
Internet time – news and
communication are still up vs precrisis but down slightly compared to
previous weeks.

•

Research from Manning Gottlieb
OMD shows that 59% of British
consumers have signed up to a
new social communications
platform or streaming service
since the crisis began – and 78%
think they will continue to use
them once the crisis is over.

•

Trusted local news brands are seeing
growth - in Sweden regional press
through digital is up 37% pre-crisis,
also physical print subs are up 4%.

•

Consumers are working their way
back up the hierarchy of needs - away
from initial survival instincts to
growth mindsets. For example online
education has over taken news as the
largest area of growth in Russia- up
80% vs pre-crisis, in Italy up 124%.

Media consumption and the live pricing in
programmatic provide a strong indication of
short-term changes in supply and demand.
Alongside a wide range of economic,
attitudinal and health indicators, we are able
to model and track various paths back to an
‘old’ normal or possibly forward to a ‘new’
normal.
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UNITED KINGDOM – TV DEEP DIVE

FOLLOWING A COUPLE OF WEEKS OF ACCELERATED GROWTH, TV GROWTH IS
BEGINNING TO SLOW
Following an initial spike in TV consumption following government advice to stay at home,
average hours of TV consumption per person has dropped slightly week-on-week by around
2%. Total impacts have increased by 4% and this is being driven largely by commercial
channels vs. non-commercial (e.g. BBC).

TV Consumption | Adults 15+

TV Consumption by Age | Adults 15+
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UNITED KINGDOM – DIGITAL SUPPLEMENT

Arts and entertainment is the single fastest-growing content category in display, though all
content categories are growing since lockdown. The exception is sport, with sport publishers
struggling to find content in a world where live events are on hold.

Bought impressions (bars) have halved since lockdown and are down 16% YoY. This has lead
to a steady decrease in programmatic pricing (line). For the right brand and the right message,
cost-efficient inventory is available during this period of disruption
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UNITED KINGDOM – DIGITAL SUPPLEMENT

Perhaps unsurprisingly, there are two categories on Instagram that have grown considerably
since lockdown: home cooking and fitness (YouGov). People are also looking to YouTube for
entertainment, evidenced by 19% of users claiming to have increased their consumption.

News is a key component to the growth of digital channels, across publishers and social. In
Display, news is the second-largest growing content category, and there have been 17m
Coronavirus related tweets since 1st March, with 13% of Tweets being about the topic.
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Latin
America
Argentina
Chile
Colombia
Mexico

LATAM Summary

•
•
•
•
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Mexico
Movement
Restriction

Border
restrictions

Individual
stimulus

Un-employment
rate

Phase 2.
STAY HOME,
Suspended classes
throughout the national
educational system,
events and meetings of
100 people or more and
work activities that
involve the mobilization
of people in all sectors
of society.

The country
maintains its air
and land
communications
and its borders
open, although with
controls

25,000 million pesos credits
will be allocated to SMEs
3 million pesos credits for
those in the formal and
informal economy.
11 million scholarships to
students
850 billion to older adults,
and children with disabilities.

4.9 %
*Projected for the end of
April (Feb 2020 3.7%)
LACEN-UNAM.

The health emergency entered Phase 2
(8261 cases/686 deaths), which implies the
suspension of non-essential activities for an
indefinite time in thousands of companies
across the country. Many of them,
especially the small ones, may not
overcome this contingency. It will hit 75% of
formal and informal workers, approximately
40 million Mexicans.
As the virus progresses, the country is still
seeking a balance between two fronts:
containing the pandemic and the
implications of the economic collapse in a
country plagued by violence and poverty. At
the end of the pandemic, the unemployment
rate would be 4.9%, a percentage similar to
that of 2015, and poverty would be around
48%, which has not been seen for two
decades. The evidence of that pulse is on
social media, targeting calls to rob shops
and supermarkets in the country. An
increase in thefts to businesses, homes and
domestic violence is expected.
The Mexican economy will grow below the
Latin American average. The negative
impact of the new COVID-19 virus on the
economy is titanic.
Global Crisis/Covid-19 Summary

First, global production chains were
immediately interrupted and measures were
adopted to reduce the spread of the
contagion which strongly reduced demand.
The simultaneous combination of these two
shocks in the supply and demand of goods
and services have caused the collapse of
oil prices. The decline in GDP is assured.
We hope that the economy can recover with
the success of avoiding more contagions
and containing the pandemic. 52.1 %
believed that their economic situation would
be affected by the COVID-19.
In March 2020, the CCI stands at 42.6
points with seasonally adjusted data,
showing a decrease of (-) 1.2 points vs. the
previous month.
Mexicans opinions and influence against
the coronavirus. The population has made
changes in their habits and routines. They
use and acquire banking products,
technology, video games, and basic
personal and household hygiene products.
They have decreased their level of
expenditure in certain goods and services,
also implemented changes in supermarket
purchases giving preference to semiperishable or non-perishable food.
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MEXICO– MEDIA CONSUMPTION TREND OVERVIEW

Channel

Wk 14
total
hours

Change
vs. week
10 (%)

Change vs.
prior week
(13) (%)

Comments

Television
(Nielsen
Ibope
Mexico)

05:39
HH:MM

+13.38%

+1.19%

Despite having an increase in ATS
(average time spend), Reach hasn’t
increase. Week 14 has less viewers
than week 13.

Streaming
Television
(Nielsen
Ibope
Mexico)

02:45
HH:MM

+23.13%

+0.61%

Since there’s no Local Data for TV
streaming we have included what is
reported by Nielsen Ibope under Other
Signs/Devices (OTT Total).

Radio
(INRA)

There’s no weekly data available,
only Monthly.

From INRA report published with data
up to the 21st of March, there were 12%
more Radio listeners than February.
News is the main genre, with an
increase of 20% if compared with
February.

Mexicans opinions and influence against the coronavirus
The population has made changes in their habits and routines. 77% wash their hands more frequently,
60% avoid attending public places and 47% avoid eating outside the home. Now they use and acquire
more banking products, technology, video games, and basic household hygiene products.
Consumers in Mexico decreased their level of expenditure in certain goods and services due to the spread
of the disease caused by the coronavirus. They have also implemented changes in supermarket purchases,
giving preference to semi-perishable or non-perishable food & wet wipes.
Supermarket Sales

-38%

Transport

Restaurants

Fuel

Leisure activities

Expenditure drop

-27%
-30%
-36%

243%
155%

Wet wipes Sardines

151%

133%

Canned Pancaken
Tuna
& frozen
bread
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MEXICO– TV DEEP DIVE

TV CONSUMPTION HAS CHANGED
DURING CONTINGENCY.

During the first 3 weeks of contingency,
each demographic segment has changed
its programming consumption. Dramatized
is the genre that wins the most audience
while Contest is the one that loses the
most.

TV Audience shows an increase in average
time spend (ats) for week #14 (+39 minutes
and 50 seconds in average); if comparing
this week with week #10, there is an
increase in people reach of +697.6K.

More than 11 million Mexicans have seen at
least a minute of any Government
conferences, while on average they have
only seen 23% of the total conference.

In broadcast share, News is the genre with
more time of consumption 20.74%, followed
by Magazines.

TV Consumption by Age

TV Consumption
Average Rating by Hour

Average Weekly Rating by Age Range
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TV Total | Use time in min | 3-3 o’clock | All Viewers
ATS Variation – Week 14 vs Week 10
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0%
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Debate
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Talk Show
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Source: Nielsen Ibope Mexico | Total Tv Viewers including Guests

Deportes

-59%

-75%
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MEXICO– SUPPLEMENT

Digital platforms are an ally for
entertainment and work during
quarantine.

In addition to this, people are taking the
opportunity to search for broadband plans
that meet the demand of daily use.

51% of people declared having increased
internet browsing from their desktop
computer and 57% from their mobile
devices. This is for entertainment, without
considering working time.

The category of apps has also sparked
interest among consumers who are
limited to going out. This category has
undergone major changes in searches
given that with more time, people decide to
use different digital platforms that are
available to them.

14% of people increased the use of
YouTube in the last month with topics
related to recipes at home, exercise at
home, online learning and meditation
techniques.
In addition, YouTube became very relevant
to parents and children. The content
focused on children has increased
sharply since the period of home stay
began.
The most popular apps among the little
ones are about interactive and
educational games. By not attending
school it is clear that both contents are
present, not just those focused on fun.
Similarly, the digital work environment from
home is driving the use of digital and the
seriousness with which it is used. Remote
conferencing and web conferencing
applications have seen a significant
increase (+ 379%). This has caused
professionals to consider improving their
workspace, increasing searches for PC.

Highlight streaming platforms and video
content, for video conferences, video
games and medical consultations, the mix
between work and entertainment that
Internet users have in their day to day.
More than 80% of Millennial and X
generations do not pay for news. However,
the press is reaffirming its authority as a
reliable platform for information and
opinion. This is due to Fake News on
WhatsApp, quarantines and uncertainty, the
media are present to regain the attention of
audiences.
With the increase in the use of retail
channels due to quarantine, there are also
changes in purchasing behavior and in
products purchased.
As of March 2020, sales of homecare and
laundry products in Mercado Libre, an
online marketplace, increased by 403%
in Mexico as a result of the coronavirus
(COVID-19) outbreak.
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MEXICO

Digital platforms are an ally for entertainment and work during quarantine.
51% of people declared increased internet browsing from their desktop computer and 57%
from their mobile devices for entertainment purposes, without considering working time.
14% of people increased the use of YouTube in the last month with topics related to recipes at
home, exercise at home, online learning and meditation techniques.
In addition, YouTube became very relevant to parents and children, the content focused on
children has increased sharply since the period of home stay began.
Top 5 Kids categories seeing increased demand on YouTube

250
200
150
100
50
0

+74%

+20%

+21%

+10%

+22%

2019
March-20

Fairy tales

Kids Franchises

Toys

Kids Music

Kids Games &
Activities

The most popular apps among the little ones are about interactive and educational
games. By not attending school it is clear that both contents are present, not just those
focused on fun.
Top apps with interactions increased

+22%
March 1st week

+17%

March 2nd week

+10%
Barbie
My Talking
Dreamhouse
Tom 2

Subways
surfers

-30%
Edmodo

+40%

+5%

44 cats

PJ Mask

+27%
Tag with
Ryan

Similarly, the digital work environment from homes is driving the use of digital and the
seriousness with which it is used. Remote conferencing and web conferencing applications
have seen a significant increase (+ 379%).
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MEXICO

This has caused professionals to consider improving their workspace, increasing searches for
computer equipment.
Searches
23%

22%
12%
-2%

Monitors

Laptops

Accesories

Printers

In addition to this, people are taking the opportunity to search for broadband plans that meet
the demand of daily use:

Internet Packs

63%

Other internet searchs

59%

Internet speed

30%

Wifi
Optic Fiber

25%
-9%

% Searches

The category of apps has also sparked interest among consumers who are limited to going out.
This category has undergone major changes in searches given that with more time, people
decide to use different digital platforms that are available to them.
9550%

1100%

875%

768%

550%

548%

95%

Increase on searches

Netflix Party2

Microsoft Teams

Zoom

Telemedicine

Skype

Facetime

Slack

Highlight streaming platforms and video content, for video conferences, video games and
medical consultations. The mix between work and entertainment that Internet users have in
their day to day.
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MEXICO

Traditional media regains power and credibility with Coronavirus pandemic
More than 80% of Millennial and X generations do not pay for news. However, the press
is reaffirming its authority as a reliable platform for information and opinion. This is due to
Fake News on WhatsApp, quarantines and uncertainty, the media are present to regain
the attention of audiences.
We can see it in ComScore evaluation of the main content with the word Coronavirus or
COVID-19 with the highest volume of interactions on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram,
where traditional media occupies the first places as top publishers:
Noticieros Televisa

655,093

El universal

557,051

Forbes

337,024

Telediario MTY

316,759

Azteca noticias

244,352

Aristegui noticias

237,657

El Financiero

170,715

Tráfico ZMG

168,821

Revista proceso

166,498

El Debate

139,650

Number of contents

With the increase in the use of retail channels due to quarantine, there are also
changes in purchasing behavior and in products purchased.
As of March 2020, sales of homecare and laundry products in Mercado Libre, an online
marketplace, increased by 403 percent in Mexico as a result of the coronavirus (COVID19) outbreak.
Sales of Mercado Libre due to the coronavirus (COVID-19) in Mexico in March 2020

403%

Homecare & Laundry products

120%

114%

Mass - consumption products

Pharmaceutical prodcuts
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APAC
Australia
China
Hong Kong
Korea
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APAC Summary
While COVID-19 appears to peak across the
West, several of the most important markets
in Asia are emerging from the worst of the
pandemic period, having relied on their
experience with previous epidemics to
manage their response effectively. In these
markets, extensive testing and contact
tracing have been keys to resuming
business as usual.
TV consumption has plateaued or declined
in most markets including Australia, South
Korea and China, though news content has
tended to preserve some gains overall as
consumers continue to seek out information
about the current state of the pandemic and
look to understand how it will affect their
futures. Sports continues to be nonexistent
as a major potential vector for reinfection.
As in other regions, OOH and Cinema
continue to be essentially nonexistent. Radio
is uneven, with gains in Aus due to news
consumption and declines in HK due to
reduced commute times – similar to what
has happened in other regions with
streaming music.
In China, the major Chinese tech platforms
(BATB – Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent, and
Bytedance, maker of Tik-Tok) have seized
on the moment to extend their dominance of
consumer attention, serving as major news
portals during the epidemic period while
consumers constantly sought out news
content and creating additional dependence
as China moves further into its pandemic
recovery.

Korea is the picture of success against
COVID-19, having deployed a massive
testing regimen, widespread
countermeasures and aggressive contract
tracing despite being a Western style
democracy, and having effectively proved
the case that it is possible to manage the
virus without authoritarian measures. In
Korea today, TV ratings are rapidly
stabilizing, especially as people step away
from constant news spend more time
outdoors. Search queries around COVID-19
have declined dramatically from their peaks,
hinting that the epidemic is leaving the day
to day consciousness of many Koreans.
Mobility trends indicate a reduction of 16%
vs. the baseline to retail activities, perhaps
suggesting an enduring resistance to inperson commerce. Transit stations have
seen a 13% drop vs. the baseline at the
same time that parks have seen a 17%
jump, suggesting people are going out but
avoiding public transport to do so.
As other economies consider what the “new
normal” may look like, these trends might
represent an order-of-magnitude sample of
what consumer activity and habits could be
as restrictions are eased. That said, Korea
did not see the kind of protests against
social distancing and health measures that
have shown up in some other markets,
suggesting that behavioral elasticity may be
higher for significant swathes of the
population in places like the US than for
those in Asia.
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China
STATUS UPDATE

Movement
Restriction?

Border
restrictions

Individual stimulus

Un-employment rate

Lifted.

Interconal borders
highly limited,
intercity and inter
province open.

NA

Unknown

As behaviors and consumption are slowly returning to normal, China appears to be in the
recovery phase. The virus itself and the impact of COVID-19 has largely receded. Despite all
measures to restart the economy, the overall industry and consumers themselves may take
some time to fully recover.
China’s industrial production fell 1.1% y/y in March, which was an improvement on the 13.5%
y/y fall during January-February, when the COVID-19 crisis virtually shut down all factories for
an extended break from late January.

Overall, manufacturing in China seems to
be doing well, not at the 6-8% growth
levels expected but well above where we
were. This implies that re-opening
production lines, and the global portion of
the global trade economy, may be
comparatively simple. The impact on the
services side of the economy is less clear,
but this portion of the economy is not as
widely or directly traded.
Fixed asset investment was 16.1% in March YTD following a 24.5% y/y fall in January. Retail
sales were 15.8% y/y, after plummeting 20.5% in January-February. The picture so far appears
to be one of returning from lows, rather than extending them.
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CHINA – TV DEEP DIVE

TV CONSUMPTION
After an initial spike in TV consumption trends in China are returning to a normal level
statistically and across all age groups. This is traditional TV only, and does not include online
TV.

TV Consumption

-18%
Daily avg consumption
vs. Wk 10

TV Consumption by Age

40
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Source: CSM
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CHINA – OVERVIEW

Media Consumption

Commerce

China continues to see increased digital
consumption, especially news, because
people want to be updated from minute to
minute on what’s happening.

In China, we witnessed a huge pivot to Ecommerce almost immediately. Ecommerce, especially of groceries,
continues to increase, especially in areas
where penetration is low.

We continue to see increased consumption
of mainstream media due to perceived
reliability and due to misinformation on
other online platforms.
Traditional forms of TV in China saw growth
during this period. Increased video
consumption due to people wanting to stay
informed but also as a form of escapism.
BATB (Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent and
Bytedance) optimized their news and
functions for life convenience during
COVID-19 and became the portal for most
of the Chinese to check the latest updates
on the virus and the evolving situations.
DXY, which before COVID-19 was known
as a vertical platform for medical
professionals' information & case sharing,
took on the role of launching the most up to
date and accurate COVID-19 news, and
has significantly raised its profile in the
country.

We have also seen a sharp increase of
contactless payments, as expected,
especially since some banks are using the
crisis to promote this feature.
Restaurants have turned to delivery and
food delivery services remain in high
demand even as things return to normal.
Many businesses are likely to continue to
shift their sales efforts online. They might
even experiment with livestreaming as
IKEA and some other businesses did during
the height of the crisis. Many small and
medium sized businesses did well via
livestreaming during the epidemic period.
Categories
Increased: basic food essentials, baby
products, fresh food, pharmaceutical
products, nutritional supplements.
Decreased: tourism, hospitality, luxury,
automobile.
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US
STATUS UPDATE

Movement
Restriction?

Border
restrictions

Individual stimulus

Un-employment rate

Differs by state

Closed except
non-essential
travel

$1,200 to people under
$75,000 income + $500 per
child

18%

$150,000 cap per married
couple

As stay-at-home orders roll into the 6th week, many citizens are protesting their right to work
and remove the order. The Trump administration is supporting these protests and eager for
States to reduce and eventually eliminate the orders. It’s up to each state to determine when
they want to remove the order.
In Florida, Jacksonville Beach opened to the public and drew significant crowds the same day
that peaked for Florida COVID-19 related deaths (58). National outrage was reported by all
major media outlets and even had its own trend on Twitter #FloridaMoron.
The $350 billion allocated relief fund for small businesses ran dry in just 2 weeks. Banks
received 60,000 applications and only 27,000 were approved. The administration received
criticism as some of the companies that received the loans are not small businesses. Ruth’s
Chris Steak has been the face of the offending businesses as they have 150 locations and still
received a $20 Million loan. Senate democrats and republicans are working on providing an
additional $370 Billion to small businesses with tighter restrictions.

As people are spending more time on their screens, social platforms are continuing to see
greater time spent, which provides more inventory leading to lower CPMs. Facebook’s InStream has seen the steepest decline of nearly -60% (sub $10) since the beginning of the year
showing consumers interest in long form content is continuing to grow.
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US – MEDIA CONSUMPTION TREND OVERVIEW

Channel

Wk 15
total
hours

Change
vs. week
10 (%)

Change
vs. prior
week(14)
(%)

Comments

Television
(source)

17.8 hrs

19.9 hrs

18.2 hrs

TV viewing across all age groups slips for the
second consecutive from the peak during the
week of March 23rd

Streaming
Television
(source)

n/a

n/a

n/a

Current data indicates that streaming is up
significantly (+135% since pre-COVID) though no
new detailed information is available since last
update on 3/29, we are being told that this
growth is now holding steady

Desktop Web
(source)

n/a

n/a

n/a

See Programmatic slide for price analysis

Mobile Web
(source)

n/a

n/a

n/a

See Programmatic slide for price analysis

Social
(source)

n/a

n/a

n/a

Across news feed and stories placements –
where brands still spend the lion’s share of
investment across Facebook and Instagram – we
still observe significant decreases in CPM. News
feed CPM have trended downward by nearly
30% while stories CPMs are down 25%.

Search
(source)

n/a

n/a

n/a

Print
(source, from
dates)

n/a

n/a

n/a

OOH
(source)

n/a

n/a

n/a

Radio
(source, from
dates)

Extremely significant declines due to widespread stay-at-home guidance
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US – TV DEEP DIVE

For the second week in a row, the Household Using Television (HUT) level dropped slightly
and leveled off the growth from a few weeks ago. The total television usage during the 5
quarantine weeks remains at +8% versus the prior 10 weeks. Once again OTT and other
devices continue to gain share at the expense of traditional linear delivery. Despite most
Network TV dayparts being up, the absence of Sports caused the total ratings to decline. Cable
and Syndication had slight gains.

TV Consumption

TV Consumption by Age

+8%

50
45

Daily avg
consumption
vs. Prior 10 wks

40
35

30%

30
20%

25
20
15

10%

10
5
0

6:00 AM
7:00 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM
1:00 AM
2:00 AM
3:00 AM
4:00 AM
5:00 AM

Household Total Minutes in Billions

% Persons Using TV by Age
Total Day : 2020
40%

0%

2020 Week Starting
wk of 3/2 Total Minutes

wk of 4/6 Total Minutes

Source: Nielsen Npower. Nielsen Live+SD All Broadcast and Cable Programming

A50+
A18-34

A25-54
P2-17

A18-49
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US – IMPACT ON TV GENRE CONSUMPTION

Genre
ADVENTURE

5 wks Before

5 wks After

2,114,160

2,491,235

18%

11,436,847

13,405,458

17%

AWARD CEREMONIES

5,883,176

34,440

-99%

CHILD - LIVE

1,165,560

1,279,800

10%

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION

CHILD DAY - ANIMATION

84,480

76,080

-10%

89,569,809

97,007,828

8%

939,240

1,073,520

14%

14,983,114

17,396,615

16%

638,314

3,011,634

372%

CONVERSATIONS, COLLOQUIES

16,545,865

17,166,309

4%

DAYTIME DRAMA

16,370,754

18,093,586

11%

194,430

421,889

117%

20,950,070

22,449,385

7%

FEATURE FILM

178,201,262

207,666,221

17%

GENERAL DOCUMENTARY

174,454,173

183,864,499

5%

GENERAL DRAMA

CHILD MULTI-WEEKLY

CHILDREN'S NEWS
COMEDY VARIETY
CONCERT MUSIC

DEVOTIONAL
EVENING ANIMATION

227,875,784

243,085,202

7%

GENERAL VARIETY

39,247,986

40,522,303

3%

INSTRUCTION, ADVICE

78,015,472

88,736,063

14%

271,249,789

367,113,758

35%

NEWS DOCUMENTARY

29,071,493

34,190,555

18%

PARTICIPATION VARIETY

32,124,470

30,617,188

-5%

NEWS

POLITICAL
POPULAR MUSIC
PRIVATE DETECTIVE
QUIZ GIVE AWAY
QUIZ PANEL
SCIENCE FICTION

70,210

83,546

19%

23,280,538

26,475,907

14%

6,217,500

6,419,640

3%

12,228,930

18,175,422

49%

1,247,430

1,731,570

39%

5,712,614

5,870,609

3%

88,812,338

99,758,363

12%

2,065,519

6,079,417

194%

SPORTS COMMENTARY

28,918,796

17,251,092

-40%

SPORTS EVENT

83,927,054

29,211,113

-65%

SPORTS NEWS

1,452,636

1,141,481

-21%

SUSPENSE/MYSTERY

3,696,955

4,690,665

27%

UNCLASSIFIED

2,499,928

2,099,854

-16%

31,170,473

33,498,690

7%

SITUATION COMEDY
SPORTS ANTHOLOGY

WESTERN DRAMA
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US – PROGRAMMATIC

In the programmatic marketplace, the rollout of stay-at-home orders touched off significant
increases in available inventory in video and especially display.
The increased supply precipitated some price deflation across display formats. When brands
paused to re-plan second quarter media at the start of April, CPM depreciation resulting in net
drops of 55% for desktop web, 40% for mobile web and 60% for the previously insurgent
mobile app inventory.
Programmatic video, built largely on the programmatic migration of fixed price legacy
partnerships, has seen less immediate pricing impacts. CTV and desktop web, are only down
9% and 7% respectively to date, while the more auction-based mobile formats are down 15%
for app and 20% for web.

OMG US Programmatic Video eCPM Trends (Previous 6 Weeks)
$25

Mobile App
-15% Change

CTV
-9% Change

$20

eCPM

$15

Mobile Web
-20% Change

$10

Desktop Web
-7% Change

$5

$3/1/20

3/8/20

3/15/20

3/22/20

3/29/20

4/5/20

OMG US Programmatic Display CPM Trends (Previous 6 weeks)
$5.00
$4.50
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Mobile App
-60% Change
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$3.00
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-40% Change
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-55% Change
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3/29/20
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US– SOCIAL

As quarantine order began in the US, industry reports noted substantial increases in video
streaming. Facebook is no exception to this, noting the now sub-$10 CPM average advertisers
are seeing in its in-stream video placement – a downward trend of over 60%.
Across News Feed and Stories placements – where brands still spend the lion’s share of
investment across Facebook and Instagram – we still observe significant decreases in CPM.
News Feed CPM have trended downward by nearly 30% while Stories CPMs are down 25%.

OMG US Facebook/Instagram CPMs by Placement (previous 4 months)
$25.00
$24.00
$23.00
$22.00
$21.00
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$18.00
$17.00

In-Stream

$16.00

-60% change

$15.00

CPM

$14.00
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News Feed

$9.00

-30% change

$8.00
$7.00

Stories

$6.00

-25% change
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$4.00
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1/14/2020
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Linear (In-Stream Video)
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4/7/2020
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US – SUPPLEMENTARY DIGITAL PRICING COMMENTS

Programmatic video and display CPMs are also seeing a decline with display leading the way
at -40%. While people are watching more content through their connected devices, brands
have been quick to increase their CTV spends. This caused CTV CPMs to only decrease by
3%.
YouTube announced earlier this week it will automatically make videos available in standard
definition, instead of high definition, around the world for 30 days. It’s a proactive move from
Google as concerns over broadband network limitations rise.*
US advertisers increased their spending on video ads during Q1 between 10.5% and 17.0%.
Video has been a high-growth area of digital advertising for years, and spending was up
enough in January and February to amount to a double-digit increase for the quarter.**

**https://www.emarketer.com/content/analyst-take-how-the-coronavirus-will-change-our-us-digital-video-ad-spendingforecast?ecid=dfda7bcd4b86471fba0d362c1f4a962e
*https://www.theverge.com/2020/3/24/21192384/youtube-video-quality-reduced-hd-broadband-europe-streaming
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